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LYNX Technik Awarded “Best in Show” at NAB 2022 for its yellobrik
Dialog Cleaner with Artificial Intelligence
May 10, 2022 – Weiterstadt, Germany – LYNX Technik, provider of modular signal processing
interfaces, announces that it was honored by TV Technology with an NAB2022 “Best in Show” award
for its Instant Dialog Cleaner yellobrik module.

The award recognizes LYNX Technik for its innovation and capabilities that the new yellobrik offers to
users.
“NAB was a great platform to showcase this solution to a wider audience and we’re delighted to win
an award for Best in Show at the 2022 NAB exhibition & conference,” comments Daniel Kubitza,
Director of Sales at LYNX Technik. “Our new yellobrik, model: IDC 1411 is an Instant Dialog Cleaner
that resolves many audio challenges that arise in broadcast environments. It also incorporates Deep
Neural Networks (DNN) AI technology from Audionamix, which automatically detects the voice &
dialog regardless of the surrounding & ambient noises thus preserving the integrity of the dialog.”

The IDC 1411 is designed to isolate speech & dialog by removing complex background noises in live
broadcasts as well as recorded audio. Unlike other noise reduction tools, the IDC 1411 analyzes the
audio content and provides users a means to level both the speech and the background noise,
individually. This feature ensures exceptionally clear speech clarity, as it lowers background noises
such as wind, traffic, music etc.

This tool is especially useful for live broadcasts, recording, editing and mixing audio from noisy
broadcast environments. Some applications include commentators reporting in noisy stadiums,
journalists reporting news in outdoor settings, pre-staging for speech recognition, subtitle generating,
as well as general speech clarity improvements for hearing-impaired people.

More product details here
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Caption: 12G SDI Instant Dialogue Cleaner - Model: yellobrik IDC 1411
About LYNX Technik:
LYNX Technik AG® was founded in 2002 and is now an industry leader and technology provider of software and
hardware interface solutions for real-time signal processing in audio visual environments. LYNX Technik is an
independent privately-owned company with its headquarters, research and manufacturing facilities based in
Weiterstadt, Germany. Sales and Support is covered through secondary distribution channels managed from its
headquarters in Germany, USA (California), and Asia (Singapore).
Product brands include: greenMachine® multi-purpose processing platform, yellobrik® standalone plug-and play
modules, Series 5000™ rack and card-based series, APPolo control system and the Testor | lite 3G digital test
signal generators.
Products include: audio / video / fiber conversion, audio / video distribution, fiber splitters, CWDM mux/demux,
audio embedding / de-embedding, audio delay, image processing, frame synchronizers, test generators, 4K
transmission solutions, as well as a line of rack frames and accessories.
For more information about LYNX Technik’s products & services please visit: www.lynx-technik.com, www.lynxusa.com. For sales, please email info@lynx-technik.com. You can also find LYNX Technik on Facebook,
Twitter, and LinkedIn.
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